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SYMONS' J-CONGRUENCE ON SANDWICH SEMIGROUPS 
K. D. MAGILL, Jr., Buffalo, P. R. MISRA, Campinas and U. B. TEWARI, Kanpur 
(Received June 25, 1981) 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Sandwich semigroups were essentially introduced in [2] and [3]. For more recent 
results, related work and additional references, one may also consult [9], [10], [13], 
[14] and [15]. In some of these papers the domains of the functions in the semigroup 
did not necessarily all coincide but in this paper our sandwich semigroup S(X, Y, a) 
will always consist of all continuous functions whose domains are all of X and which 
map X into Y. The multiplication is, of course, given by fg = f о (x о g for all f, g e 
e S(X, 7, a). In the special case X = У, we will use the simpler notation S(X, a). 
J. S. V. Symons [14] defined three congruences /, r and d for sandwich semigroups 
and proved several results which show that they behave remarkably like Green's 
relations ^, M and Q), The definitions are fig iff / о a = ^̂  о a, frg Ш a of = oc о g 
and fdg iff a of о oc = oc о g о a where f, g ^ S(X, У, a). As the title suggests, the 
J-equivalence is the one we investigate here and our principal efforts are directed 
towards determining precisely when two d-quotients S(X, У, a)/(i and S{V, W, ß)jd 
are isomorphic. In Section 2, we pretty much settle this question when the two 
quotient semigroups both have identities. For in this case, S{X, 7, a)/<i and S(F, W, 
ß)ld will be isomorphic if and only if Ran oc and Ran ß (the ranges of a and ß respec-
tively) are homeomorphic. We do put some conditions on the spaces Ran a and 
Ran ß but they are quite mild. This result depends heavily on a previous result which 
lists several conditions all equivalent to the condition that S(X, Y, a)/J have an iden-
tity. One of these is that 5(Z, 7, ajjd and 5(Ran a) (the full semigroup of continuous 
selfmaps on Ran a) are isomorphic. The result discussed above follows from this and 
theorems already in the literature. 
In Section 3, we consider what we call preapproximation systems. The terminology 
is essentially due to Symons [14] who used the term approximation system. We wish 
to define these but some motivation is appropriate and we can't do better than to 
discuss the example discussed by Symons. Suppose / and g are any two functions 
mapping the reals into the reals (say polynomials) and suppose we wish to compute 
fog at a number x which may well be transcendental. We don't really compute 
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f{g{x)) but we do compute something close enough to it to serve our purposes. 
What we do is to choose a decimal approximation to x, compute g at that number, 
round oif, compute / at the latter number and again round oïï. In other words, we 
really compute a о f о a о g о oc a.t the point x where a(x) is x correct to the appropriate 
number of decimal places. Moreover, when we do compute, we do not distinguish 
between two functions / a n d g such that ao/oa = ocogoa. In fact, quite the contrary 
is often true. If, for example, we wish to compute sin ^Jl and can't find tables 
to the degree of accuracy that we need, what we do is to select a polynomial P such 
that a о P о a = a о sin о a and we compute a о P о a at ^2. So what we have here is 
the sandwich semigroup 5(i^o, a) (where Rj) denotes the reals with the discrete 
topology) in which we identify two functions if they agree after being multiplied on 
both sides by ex. In other words, we are really dealing with the quotient semigroup 
S(RJJ, (x)jd where d is Symons' congruence. Symons notes further that the sandwich 
function a is in this particular case, idempotent and he reserves the term approxima­
tion system for sandwich semigroups of the form S{X, a) whenever a is idempotent. 
We will take the liberty here of using the term not for the sandwich semigroup itself 
but for the quotient of the sandwich semigroup by d. All this leads us to 
Definition (1.1). Let X be any topological space and let a be a continuous selfmap 
of X. Then the semigroup S{X, <x)ld is referred to as a preapproximation system on, 
or supported by, X. If oc is idempotent, then S(X, ajjd is referred to as an approxima­
tion system. 
As we mentioned earlier, Section 3 is devoted primarily to the investigation of 
preapproximation systems and there again the main results are isomorphism theo­
rems. In several of them, we replace the condition that S(X, (x)ld contain an identity 
with another condition and we show that certain preapproximation systems, 
S[X, a)ld and S(Y, ß)ld are isomorphic if and only if there exist homeomorphisms h 
and к from X onto Y such that h о oc = ß о k. When P and Q are two odd degree 
polynomials mapping the reals R onto R, this latter result, together with a result 
from [6] enables us to tell if 5(P, Р)Ш and S(P, Q)ld are isomorphic merely by 
inspecting the local maxima and minima of the two polynomials. 
Section 4 consists entirely of applications of the previous two sections. Among 
other things, we show in that section that the number of approximation systems 
a space supports serves to charaterize certain spaces among the Peano continua. 
Specifically, a Peano continuum supports exactly two (up to isomorphism) approxi­
mation systems if and only if it is an arc and it supports exactly three if and only if 
it is either a triod or a simple closed curve. 
2. ^-QUOTIENTS OF SANDWICH SEMIGROUPS 
We recall that a retract of a topological space X is by definition, the range of an 
idempotent continuous selfmap of X. 
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Theorem (2.1). Let S{X, У, а) be any sandwich semigroup whatsoever. Then the 
following statements are all equivalent. 
(2.1.1) S(X, y, a)ld has an identity. 
(2.1.2) S{X, y, (x)ld has a left identity. 
(2.1.3) Ran a is retract of X and a maps some subspace of Y homeomorphically 
onto Ran a. 
(2.1.4) S(X, y, (x)ld and 5(Ran a) are isomorphic. 
Proof. We first show that (2.1.2) implies (2.1.3). Let / denote a left identity of 
S(X, y, a)/r/. Then for any / e S(X, У, a), we have 
(2.1.5) a о / о a o/о a = a o/o a. 
We use this to verify 
(2.1.6) a о l{x) = X for all x e Ran a. 
Suppose X e Ran a. Then x = a{y) for some у e У and we let {y} denote the con­
stant function which maps all of Jf into the point y. We then have 
a о /(x) = a о I о oc[y) = a о / о a о {у} о (х(у) = а о <у> о а( v) = (х[у) = х 
and (2.1.6) has been verified. This immediately implies two things. Since we already 
have Ran a о / c: Ran a, it imphes that, in fact, 
(2.1.7) Ran a о / = Ran a. 
Moreover, it implies that a о / is the identity on its range. In other words, we have 
(2.1.8) a о / is idempotent. 
We want to show next that oc maps Ran / о a homeomorphically onto Ran a. 
Evidently, a maps Ran / о a into Ran a and / maps Ran a into Ran / о a. Take any 
у E Ran / о a. Then j ; = / о a(z) for some z e У and we use (2.1.6) to get 
/ о (x[y) = / о a о / о a(z) = / о a(z) = у . 
That is, 
(2.1.9) / о oc(y) = у for all у e Ran / о a. 
Statements (2.1.6) and (2.1.9) together imply that a maps Ran /o a homeomor­
phically onto Ran (X and we have now verified that (2.1.2) implies (2.1.3). 
Next we show that (2.1.3) implies (2.1.4). Define a mapping ф from the sandwich 
semigroup S{X. У, a) into 5'(Ran a) by 
(2Л.10) ф{f) = a о (//Ran a). 
For any f, g E S(X, Y, a) we have 
ф(^fg) = a о (/^/Ran a) = a о ( / о a о gjRsin a) = 
= a о (//Ran a) о a о {gJRan a) = ф{f) о ф(д) . 
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That is, Ф is a homomorphism from S[X, Y, a) into 5(Ran a). We wish to show 
that, Ф is onto so let any / G 5(Ran a) be given. Since Ran a is a retract of X there 
exists an idempotent continuous selfmap i; of Z such that Ran v = Ran a. Moreover, 
a maps some subspace Z of У homeomorphically onto Ran a nd we define ô = 
= (a/Z)~ .̂ Then ôofov belongs to S{X, Y, a) and one easily checks that ф{о of ov) = 
= / . Finally, we have (/>(/) = ф{д) if and only if a of о (x = oc о g о oc and we conclude 
that S{X, Y, ocjjd is isomorphic to 5(Ran a). 
It is immediate that (2.1.1) implies (2.1.2) and that (2.1.4) implies (2.1.1) so we 
have proved the theorem. 
This generalizes Theorem (1.7) of Symons [14]. He showed that S(X, У, ix)jd is 
isomorphic to S'(Ran a) whenever both X and У are discrete. To get his result from 
our theorem, simply note that in this case, every subspace of X is a retract of X and 
any function oc from У to X maps a subspace of У homeomorphically onto Ran X. 
Then use the fact that (2.1.3) and (2,1.4) are equivalent. 
Recall from [16] that a topological space X is a generated space if it is T^ and 
{f~^{y) -f^S(X), ye Ran /} is a subbasis for the closed subsets of X. According 
to results in [5] pages 198 —200, generated spaces include all completely regular 
Hausdorff spaces which contain an arc as well as all 0-dimensional Hausdorff 
spaces. Moreover, two generated spaces X and У are homeomorphic if and only if 
their full semigroups of continuous selfmaps S(X) and S(Y) are isomorphic. These 
observations, together with Theorem (2.1) immediately result in 
Theorem (2.2). Suppose that both quotient semigroups S(X, У, a)/(i and S[V, W,ß)ld 
have identiteis. Suppose further that both Ran a and Ran jÖ are generated spaces. 
Then the following statements are equivalent 
(2.2.1) 5(X, y, a)ld and S{V, W, ß)jd are isomorphic, 
(2.2.2) 5(Ran a) and S(Ran ß) are isomorphic. 
(2.2.3) Ran (X and Ran ß are homeomorphic. 
When iS(X, y, a)/(i does not have an identity, it cannot possibly be isomorphic 
to ^(Ran (x). Nevertheless, it is isomorphic to a subsemigroup of 5(Ran a). Before 
we prove this, we introduce some notation and terminology. 
Definition (2.3). Let 5(X, У, a) be any sandwich semigroup. The associative of a 
denoted by Л(а) is the subsemigroup of 5(Ran a) consisting of all those functions 
g e S(Ran a) such that g = a о (//Ran a) for some fES{X, У, a). 
Theorem (2.4). Let 5(X, У, a) be any sandwich semigroup whatsoever. Then the 
quotient semigroup S(X, У, a)/<i is isomorphic to Л(а) the associative of oc. 
Proof. Define a function ф from the sandwich semigroup S(X, У, a) into Ä(a) 
by Ф{f) = a о (//Ran oc). One checks that ф is a homeomorphism just as in the proof 
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of Theorem (2.1). The map ф is certainly surjective and moreover, ф(/) = ф(д) if 
and only if a c /о a = oc о g о a. Consequently, S(X, Y, ajjd is isomorphic to Л(а). 
This result will be used in the next section when we get an isomorphism theorem for 
preapproximation systems without the requirement that they have identities. 
3. PREAPPROXIMATION SYSTEMS 
We recall that if, in the sandwich semigroup S(X, Y, a), we have X = Y, then the 
quotient semigroup S(X, У, a)/(i is denoted more simply by S(X, ajjd and is referred 
to as a preapproximation system. For these semigroups, we can extend somewhat 
the first two theorems of the previous section. Specifically, we have 
Theorem (3.1). The following statements about a preapproximation system 
S(X, ix)ld are equivalent 
(3.1.1) 5(Z, a)ld has an identity. 
(3.1.2) S{X, a)\d has a left identity. 
(3.1.3) Ran a is a retract of X and a maps some subspace of X homeomorphically 
onto Ran a. 
(3.1.4) S(X, ajjd and 5(Ran a) are isomorphic. 
(3.1.5) a is a regular element of S{X). 
Theorem (3.2). Let S(X, a)jd and S{X, ß)jd be two preapproximation systems 
on X and suppose that both have identities. Moreover, suppose that both Ran a 
and Ran ß are generated spaces. Then the following statements are equivalent 
(3.2.1) S(X, a)/d and S(X, ß)jd are isomorphic. 
(3.2.2) S(Ran a) and 5(Ran ß) are isomorphic. 
(3.2.3) Ran a and Ran ß are homeomorphic. 
(3.2.4) a and ß are ^-equivalent in S(X). 
The mutual equivalence of (3.1.1) to (3.1.4) inclusive follows immediately from 
Theorem (2.1). Theorem (3.1) of [7] assures us that conditions (3.1.3) and (3.1.5) 
are equivalent. Similarly, it follows from Theorem (2.2) that (3.2.1) to (3.2.3) in-
clusive are equivalent and Theorem (3.2) of [7] allows us to conclude that (3.2.3) 
and (3.2.4) are equivalent. 
Some remarks are in order at this point. First of all, it seems to be almost poetic 
that S(X, (x)ld and S(X, ß)ld are isomorphic if and only if a and ß are ^-equivalent. 
After all the J-congruence (together with Symons' / and г congruences) bears a strik­
ing resemblence to Green's ^-equivalence as Symons [14] shows in his paper. 
Secondly, it is immediate that an approximation system on a space may well be iso­
morphic to a preapproximation system on that same space which is not an ap­
proximation system. In fact, we have the following 
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Theorem (3.3). Л preapproximaîion system on X is isomorphic to an approxima-
tion system on X if and only if the preapproximaîion system has an identity. 
Proof. Necessity is evident. On the other hand, if the preapproximation system 
S[X, a)/J has an identity, it follows from Theorem (3.1) that a is a regular element 
of S{X). Now it is well known that any regular element is ^-equivalent to an idem-
potent so let w be an idempotent in S{X) which is ^-equivalent to a. Then it follows 
that Ran w — Ran a and therefore that 5(Ran w) is isomorphic to S'(Ran a). Con-
dition (3.1.4) now implies that S(X, (i)\d and S(Z, w)/(i are isomorphic. 
We note that this theorem was proven without any conditions whatsoever on the 
space X. 
As we have seen, the condition that S{X, ajjd have an identity is equivalent to 
requiring that Ran a is a retract of X and that a map some subspace of X homeo-
morphically onto Ran a. Of course, many functions satisfy these conditions but at 
the same time, many do not, including some of the functions we wish to consider 
most such as odd degree polynomials from the reals onto the reals which are not 
homeomorphisms. We do get an isomorphism theorem for preapproximation 
systems without requiring them to have identities. Actually, we get two such results 
and they apply to odd degree polynomials from R onto R. Some definitions are in 
order first. 
Definition (3.4). Let a be a continuous selfmap of a topological space X. We say 
that a is X-compatible if for each continuous selfmap / of X, there exists a con-
tinuous selfmap g of X which satisfies the following two conditions 
(3.4.1) O'[R^Ï^ 0̂ ] ^ Ran 0Î, 
(3.4.2) a о g = a о/. 
Note that any continuous function mapping X onto X is Z-compatible. One need 
only take g = f. Consequently, all odd degree polynomials from R onto R are 
i^-compatible. If a is an idempotent continuous selfmap of X, then it is X-compatible. 
Just take g = a о/. The next result gives us a recipe for finding still further, 
examples. 
Lemma (3.5). Let a he a continuous selfmap of a topological space X. For every 
continuous selfmap f of X, there exists a continuous selfmap g of X satisfying 
(3.5.1) Ran g с Ran a, 
(3.5.2) a о g =^ a of, 
if and only if there exists a continuous selfmap ß of X such that Ran ß cz Ran a 
and a о ß = cc. 
Proof. Suppose such a map ß exists and l e t / G S[X) be given. Define g = ß of. 
It is immediate that both (3.5.1) and (3.5.2) are satisfied. Conversely, suppose that 
for e a c h / e S(X) there exists age S(X) satisfying both (3.5.1) and (3.5.2). Take ß to 
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be the function one gets when / is the identity map. Evidently Ran ß a Ran a and 
a о JÖ = a. 
From the preceeding lemma we immediately get 
Corollary (3.6). Let a be a continuous selfmap of X and suppose there exists 
a continuous selfmap ß of X such that Ran ß с Ran a and cc о ß = a. Then a is 
X-compatible. 
Example (3.7). Let t be any continuous map of the closed interval [0, 1/2] onto 
itself and define a continuous selfmap a of the closed unit interval / by a(x) = t{x) 
for 0 ^ X ^ 1/2 and a{x) = t{l — x) for 1/2 ^ x ^ 1. The map a is /-compatible. 
To see this, define ß{x) = x for 0 ^ x ^ 1/2 and ^ (̂x) = 1 - x for 1/2 ^ x ^ 1. 
Then Ran ß = Ran a = [O, 1/2] and a о ß = a. The conclusion now follows from 
Corollary (3.6). 
Definition (3.8). A subspace 7 of a topological space X is said to be properly 
embedded in X if each continuous map from Y into X can be extended to a continuous 
selfmap of X. 
Any closed subspace of an absolute retract X is properly embedded in X and the 
same is true for closed subspaces of 0-dimensional metric spaces [ l , p. 169]. For an 
entirely different type of example, note that every completely regular Hausdorff 
space is properly embedded in its Stone-Cech compactification. 
Definition (3.9). A preapproximation system S{X, OL)jd is said to be admissible if 
the following conditions are satisfied: 
(3.9.1) ОС is Z-compatible. 
(3.9.2) Ran a is a properly embedded, generated subspace oï X. 
(3.9.3) {a о / : / e S{X)} separates points of Ran a. 
And now we are in a position to state and prove our next isomorphism theorem. 
Theorem (3.10). Two admissible preapproximation systems S{X, (x)jd and S{Y, ß)ld 
are isomorphic if and only if there exists a homeomorphism h from Ran a onto 
Ran ß and continuous self maps f and g of Ran a and Ran ß respectively such that 
the following two conditions are satisfied. 
(3.10.1) hooc = ßogohon Ran a. 
(3.10.2) ßoh==ho(Xofon Ran a. 
Proof. Suppose first that functions exist satisfying both (3.10.1) and (3.10.2). 
Define a mapping ф on the associative A[a) of a by ф{к) = h о к о h~^. Now any 
к E A(a) is of the form /c = a о (f/Ran a) for some t e S(X). By Z-compatibility of a 
we may assume ?[Ran a] с Ran a. We use this and (3.10.1) to get 
ф{к) = ф{а о (^/Ran a)) = /i о a о (r/Ran (£)oh~^— ßogoho (r/Ran a) о /i"^ . 
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Now g о h о (г/Ran а) о h ^ is а continuous selfmap of Ran ß and since the latter 
is properly embedded in У, there exists a continuous selfmap v of У such that 
ü/Ran ß = g о h о (r/Ran а) о h~^ . 
Thus, ф(к) = ß о (i?/Ran ß). That is to say, ф maps Л(а) into ^(/i). 
Now let k be any element in A(ß). Then к = ß о (г/Ran jö) for some ^ e S(Y). 
Again we may assume that /[Ran Д cz Ran ß. The function f о h~^ о (//Ran j5) о /г 
is a continuous selfmap of Ran a and since the latter is properly embedded in X^ 
there exists a continuous selfmap /; of X such that 
i;/Ran a ~ f о h~^ о (tJKdûi ß) о h . 
Thus, a о (i?/Ran a) e Л(а). We use (3.10.2) and we get 
0(a о (i;/Ran a)) = /z о a о (t;/Ran a) о /i~ ^ = 
== {h о aof) о h~^ о (//Ran ß) о h о h'^ = 
= {ßoh)oh-^ о (//Ran ß) = ßo (//Ran j^) = ic . 
Consequently, ф maps yl(a) onto У4(^). Since ф is given by 0(/c) = h о к о h~^ 
for each /с G Л(а) where /z is a homeomorphism from Ran a onto Ran ß, it readily 
follows that ф is a bijection from Ä(a) onto A(ß) and, moreover, is an isomorphism. 
It now follows from Theorem (2.4) that S{X, (x)ld and 5(7, ß)ld are isomorphic. 
Conversely assume that S(X, a)jd and S{Y, ß)ld are isomorphic. Then Ä{a) and 
A[ß) are isomorphic by Theorem^ (^•4)- Let ф be any isomorphism from A[a) onto 
Л(^). For a point x e Ran a, let <x> denote the constant function whose domain 
is Ran a and which maps everything into the point x. Let ^ x ^ denote the constant 
function which maps all of X into the point x. Similarly, for у e Ran ß, (у} maps all 
of Ran ß into у and i^y^ maps all of У into j ^ . We assert that 
(3.10.3) <x> e A(a) for all x e Ran a 
and 
(3.10.4) (УУ E A{ß) for all у E Ran ß. 
It is sufficient to verify (3.10.3). Let x e Ran a be given. Then x = a(y) for some 
у EX. NOW a is Z-compatible and we take t h e / i n Definition (3.4) to be C j^ - Then 
there exists a continuous selfmap kofX such that Â:[Ran a] с Ran a and a о ^^уУ = 
= (X о к. But а о <j^> = Cô (ĵ ))̂  = Сл:> and it readily follows that <x> = 
= ao(/c/Rana). This proves (3.10.3) and, of course, (3.10.4) follows in the same 
manner. Next, we assert that 
(3.10.5) An element / G A(a) {A{ß)) is a left zero of A{(x) {A{ß)) if and only if / = <x> 
for some x G Ran a (Ran ß). 
Sufficiency follows immediately from (3.10.3) and (3.10.4). As for necessity, sup-
pose / is a left zero of A(cc) and take any x, y E Ran a. Then <x> and </(^)) both 
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belong to Ä[a) and we get 
<x) = <f(x)>00 = Oo<x»( .v) = rO-) 
which implies t = <.̂ (ĵ )>. 
Now the isomorphism ф must map the left zeros of A(a) bijectively onto the left 
zeros of A(ß) so that for each x e Ran a, there exists a unique у e Ran ß such that 
ф{х} = <у>. Define a bijection h from Ran a onto Ran ß by li{x) = y and note that 
(3.10.6) ф(х} = </î( :̂)> for each x G Ran a. 
Now let any к e A(a) and ye Ran ^ be given. We are assured by (3.10.3) and 
(3.10.4) that all constant functions associated with points in Ran a and Ran/? 
belong to A[a) and A(ß) respectively. We use this fact and (3.10.6) several times 
when we write the following string of equalities 
коко1г-Чу)=^Щк{1г\у)))У(у) = 
= ф{к{к-\у))У {у) = ф{ко{1г-\у)У){у) = 
= {ф{к) о ф<к'\у)У) (у) = {ф(к) о <у» (у) = ф{к) (у) . 
Consequently, we have 
(3.10.7) ф{к) = h okoh'^ for each к e A{a). 
Next, we assert that 
(3.10.8) h\k-\x)\ = {ф{к))-\к{х)) 
for each к e A{a) and x e Ran a. Suppose y e /г[А:~^(х)]. Then у = h{z) for some 
z e k~^{x). Thus, 
X - k{z) = koh-\y) 
and we use (3.10.7) to get 
к{х) = кокок-\у) = ф{к){у). 
Consequently, у e [ф{к))~ ^\h{x)). One then reverses the argument and concludes 
that (3.10.8) is valid. In a similar manner, one verifies 
{ЪЛЩН-\г\у)\ = {ф-Щ-^{к-\у)) 
for each t e A(ß) and у e Ran ß. 
Our next task is to show that {k~^{x) : к E A(a), x e Ran a} is a subbasis for the 
closed subsets of Ran a. Of course, the analogous family will also form a subbasis 
for the closed subsets of Ran ^ and this together with (3.10.8) and (3.10.9) will 
imply that h is a homeomorphism. So let Я be a closed subset of Ran a and let p be 
a point of Ran a such that p ф H. Since Ran a is a generated space, there exists a finite 
number of continuous selfmaps (//}f= i of Ran a and points {z,}f= ^ of Ran a such that 




Since Ran a is properly embedded in X, each /,• can be extended to a continuous 
selfmap ft of X. Now (3.10.11) implies that fi{p) ф ẑ  for every / = 1, 2, ...,iV. 
By (3.9.3), for each / = 1, 2, ..., N, there exists a continuous selfmap g^ of X such 
that a о gi{fi{p)) Ф a о ö'/(^i)- By ̂ -compatibility of a we may assume that ö'j(Ran a) с 
с: Ran a. Let /c,- = a о (g',- о /,• / Ran a) and yi == a о gi{zi). Then k-, e Л(а) and 
iV 
(3.10.12) я cz и / c r ' W ' 
while 
(3.10.13) i^en^^rX)^ / ) -
i = 1 
This proves that {k~^{x) : /c e Л(а), XG Ran a} does indeed form a subbasis for 
the closed subsets of Ran a and it follows that /i is a homeomorphism from Ran a 
onto Ran ß. 
Now let 6t = a/Ran a. Then a = a о (//Ran a) where i is the identity map on X. 
This means that a e A{ÖC) and with (3.10.7) we get 
(3.10.14) hoaoh'^ = ф{а) = ß о (i^/Ran ß) 
for some /с e S(Y). Since /̂  is 7-compatible, there exists a function t e S(Y) such that 
/[Ran ^] с Ran j5 and ß о t = ß о k. It follows that 
(3.10.15) hoàoh-^ = ßo (//Ran /^). 
We now take g = //Ran ^ and this is a continuous selfmap of Ran ß (/c/Ran ß 
may possibly map points in Ran ß outside of Ran ß). This results in 
(3.10.16) hoâoh'^ = ßog 
and (3.10.1) readily follows. 
To get the function/and to verify that (3.10.2) holds, one notes that ß = ßjRsin ß 
belongs to Ä[ß) and gets 
(3.10.17) h-^ oßoh = Ф~Щ = a о (/c/Ran a) 
for some к e S(X) and then proceeds exactly as above. Therefore conditions (3.10.1) 
and (3.10.2) are not only sufficient but also necessary and the proof is complete. 
For certain spaces and certain functions, we can simplify somewhat the con­
ditions (3.10.1) and (3.10.2). A definition is in order. 
Definition (3.11). A topological space is reversible if each continuous bijection of 
the space onto itself is a homeomorphism. 
According to results in [ l2] , reversible spaces include not only all compact 
Hausdorff* spaces but all locally Euclidean spaces as well. 
We need a lemma before we can prove our next isomorphism theorem. It concerns 
finite-to-one functions. By that, we mean simply that preimages of points are finite. 
In particular, we do not require that there be an upper bound for the cardinalities of 
these sets. The lemma we are about to prove although not formally stated in [8] was 
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verified in the course of proving Theorem (2.7) ofthat paper. The proof we give here 
seems to be shorter and simpler. 
Lemma (3.12). Let X be any set and let oc be any finite-to-one function map­
ping X into X. Let t be any function mapping X onto X and suppose that a о t = a. 
Then t is a permutation of X. 
Proof. We must show that t is injsctive. Suppose, to the contrary, that t(^a) = 
= t(b) = Xi where a ^ b. Now а~^(а(х|)) = {x^,X2, ...,x^v} for some positive 
integer N. Then a о t = a imphes 
1 X i , Xj = a ^ (a(xi)) = t \a X4^i))) "" ^ Ч ^ ь ^2. •••. ^N} • 
N 
However, card {x^, X2, ..., x̂ y} = A'̂  while card t ^{x^, X2, ..., Хдг} = X! ^^^^ • 
i=i 
. t~\xi) ^ iV + 1 since card f^x^) ^ 2 and card Г^(х^) ^ 1 for i > 1. This 
contradiction implies that t is injective. 
Theorem (3.13). Let S[X, a)\d and 5(У, ß)ld be two admissible preapproximation 
systems and let X and Y be reversible. Suppose that a is finite-to-one and maps X 
onto X but does not map any proper subspace onto X which is the range of a con-
tinuous selfmap of X. Suppose that the analogous condition holds for ß Then 
SÇX, a)ld and S{Y, ß)jd are isomorphic if and only if there exist two homeomor-
phisms h and к from X onto Y such that h о a = ß о k. 
Proof. Suppose that S(X, a)jd and S(Y, ß)ld are isomorphic. Since the hypo-
thesis of Theorem (3.10) is satisfied, there exists a homeomorphism h from X onto Y 
and continuous selfmaps / and ^̂  of X and Y respectively such that 
(3.13.1) hoix = ßogoh 
and 
(3.13.2) ßoh = ho(Xof. 
From (3.13.1) WQ gtt a = h~^ о ß о g о h and from (3.13.2) we get ^ = /i о a о 
о / о h~^. These equalities, in turn, lead to 
(3.13.3) a = a о (/o h~^ о g oh) 
and 
(3.13.4) ß = ßo{g ohofoh-^y 
Since a does not map any proper subspace of X onto X which is the range of a con-
tinuous selfmap of X, it follows that foh~^ogoh maps X onto X. Lemma (3.12) 
now applies and we conclude that 
(3.13.5) f oh~^ о g oh h 2i bijection from X onto X, and similarly, 
(3.13.6) gohofoh~^issi bijection from Г onto Y. 
Let us consider (3.13.5). Since h maps X bijectively onto 7, it follows immediately 
that g is injective. Suppose, however, that g does not map Y onto Y. Then h~^ с g о 
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о /î[x] is a proper subset of X which, in view of (3.13.5), / maps onto X, But this 
means / is not injective which, together with (3.13.6) results in a contradiction. 
Consequently, g does map Y onto У. Since g h di continuous bijection of Y and Y is 
reversible, it follows that ^̂  is a homeomorphism from Y onto 7. Thus к = g о h 
is a homeomorphism from X onto У which, by (3.13.1) satisfies h о a = ß ok. 
Conversely, suppose there exist homeomorphisms h and к from X onto У such that 
h о ОС = ß о k. Define / = k"^ о h and g = к о h~^. One then verifies that /? о a = 
^ ß о g о h and ß о h = h о ос of and it follows from Theorem (3.10) that S(X, a)ld 
and S(y, j5)/(i are isomosphic. 
From the previous theorem, we immediately get the following 
Corollary (3.14). Let R be the space of real numbers and let P and Q be two odd 
degree polynomials on R. Then the two preapproximation systems S[R, P^jd and 
S(R, Q)ld are isomorphic if and only if there exist two homeomorphisms h and к 
from R onto R such that h о P = Q о k. 
4. APPLICATION OF PREVIOUS RESULTS 
Corollary (3.14) combines with a theorem from [6] to produce a result which 
permits us to determine whether or not S(R, P)jd and S{R, Q)ld are isomorphic simply 
by inspecting the local maxima and minima of P and Q. We need some definitions 
before we can state the result. 
Definition (4.1). Let P be any odd degree polynomial with {ö,}f=o denoting the 
x-coordinates, in increasing order, of the local maxima and minima. Denote the 
corresponding y-coordinates by {yjf^^o. Let {}^yJf=o be the rearrangement of the 
j^-coordinates of the local maxima and minima so that yj. ^ y .̂̂ ^ and if Уj^ = Уу̂  + ,̂ 
then jf < j ^ + i- The sequence of subscripts {jj}f=o is referred to as the direct signature 
of the polynomial P. 
Definition (4.2). Now let {j^^Jf^o be the rearrangement of the j;-coordinates of the 
local maxima and minima of P so that j ' ^ . ^ y^,.^^ but now require that k^^^ < ki 
if J/c£ = Ук1 + 1' This sequence of subscripts {/cJf=o is referred to as the reverse signa­
ture of the polynomial P. 
Let P and Q be odd degree polynomials. It follows immediately from corollary 
(3.14) that if one of them is a homeomorphism (which is equivalent to saying that 
it has no local maxima or minima) then the preapproximation systems S{R, P)ld 
and S(R, Q)ld are isomorphic if and only if the other is a homeomorphism also. 
Consequently we may give our attention to the case where both P and Q do have 
local maxima and minima. In what follows, {ajf lo ^i^l denote the x-coordinates in 
increasing order of the local maxima and minima of P and {j^Jtlo will denote the 
corresponding ^-coordinates. The sequences {bJf=o ^^^ {2^Jf=o will have the analo-
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gous relationship to the polynomial Q. The sequences { j j t l o ^^^ {/^Jtio ^i^^ denote 
respectively the direct and reverse signatures of P and {fJfLo will denote the direct 
signature of Q. 
We can now state 
Theorem (4.3). The preapproximation systems S{R, P)\d and S{R, Q)ld are 
isomorphic if and only if M = N and at least one of the four following conditions 
holds: 
(4.3.1) ji = tjor each i and y,-, = yj,^, implies Zj^ = Zj^^^, 
(4.3.2) ki = tj^_Jor each i and y^,^ = y^,^, implies z^^ = Zj,^_^^, 
(4.3.3) ki + ti = N for each i and yj,. = Уи,^, implies z^__j^^ = ẑ _̂ ,̂.̂ .̂ , 
(4.3.4) ji + tj^_i = N for each i and yj, = j ^ - . ^ , implies z^_j. = z^_j.^^. 
Proof. According to Corollary (3.14), S{R,P)ld and S{R, Q)ld are isomorphic 
if and only if there exist homeomorphisms h and к from R onto R such that h о P = 
= Q о к and according to Theorem (3.8) of [6] the latter condition holds if and only 
if M = AT and at least one of the four conditions listed above holds. 
In certain instances the latter result can be stated somewhat more simply. In 
particular, the direct and reverse signatures of a polynomial coincide whenever the 
functional values at its local maxima and minima are all distinct. As a consequence, 
the next result follows immediately from the previous theorem. 
Corollary (4.4). Suppose the functional values of the local maxima and minima 
of P are all distinct and that the same is true of Q. Then the preapproximation 
systems S(JR, P)/<i and S(R, Q)jd are isomorphic if and only if M = N and at 
least one of the four following conditions is satisfied: 
(4.4.1) Ji = tifor each f. 
(4.4.2) Ji = t^^ifor each i. 
(4.4.3) Ji + ti = N for each i. 
(4.4.4) Ji + ^iv-i = N for each i. 
We discuss several examples and we continue to assume that neither P nor Q is 
a homeomorphism. If both P and Q are cubics then the latter corollary applies. The 
direct signature of P will be either {0, 1} or {1, 0} and the same is true of ß.Con-
sequently, either (4.4.1) is satisfied or (4.4.3) is satisfied and S(R, P)jd and S(R, Q)ld 
will be isomorphic. We borrow some examples of fifth degree polynomials from [6]. 
Let 
P{x) = 6x' - 75x^ + 350JC^ - 750%^ + 720x - 210 , 
Q{x) = 2x' - 35x^ + 210x^ - 530x^ + 560x + 100 , 
T{x) = 2x' + 35x^ + 210x^ + 530x^ + 560x + 100. 
The x-coordinates and corresponding j-coordinates of the local maxima and minima 
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XQ — 1, 
Уо = 41, 
XQ = 1, 
Уо = 307, 
Xo = - 7 , 
Xi = 2, 
У1 = 22, 
Xi — 2, 
Ji = 284, 
x^ = -4, 
^2 = 3, 
У2 = 33, 
X2 = 4, 
J'2 = 388, 
X2 = - 2 , 
хз = 4, 
J3 = 14, 
Хз = 7, 
Уз - -341, 
^3 = - 1 , 
j/o = 541, у, = - 188 , >'2 = - 8 4 , у, = - 1 0 7 . 
The direct signatures Sj)(P), SD(Q) and 5ДТ) then turn out to be 
Sj,{P) = (3, 1, 2, 0} , 
SD{Q) = {3, 1, 0, 2} , 
5ДТ) = { 1 , 3 , 2 , 0 } . 
Since the functional values of the local maxima and minima are all distinct, we 
can again apply Corollary (4.4). One easily checks that the pairs Si,{P), S^^Q) and 
SD{P\ SD{T) satisfy none of the conditions of Corollary (4.4) so that S{R, P)jd is 
not isomorphic to either of S{R, Q)ld or 5(JR, T ) / J . However, SD{Q) and Srj{T) 
do satisfy (4.4.4) so that the preapproximation systems S{R, Q)\d and S[R, T)jd 
are isomorphic. 
Before we turn our attention to approximation systems, we prove one more result 
about preapproximation systems. It relates the automorphism group of such a semi­
group to the maximal subgroup containing the sandwich function. 
Theorem (4.5). Suppose that oc belongs to some subgroup of S[X) and suppose 
further that Ran a /5 a generated space. Then Aut S[X, a)/J is isomorphic to the 
maximal subgroup in S(X) which contains a. 
Proof. According to [4], Ran a is a retract of X and a maps Ran a homeo-
morphically onto itself. Moreover, the maximal subgroup in S[X) to which a belongs 
is isomorphic to G(Ran a), the group of all homeomorphisms on Ran a. According 
to Theorem (2.1), S(X, oc)ld is isomorphic to 5'(Ran a) and hence Aut SÇX, a)jd is 
isomorphic to Aut iS(Ran a). It follows from Theorem (2.3) p. 198 of [5] that 
Aut S'(Ran a) is isomorphic to G(Ran a) and the proof is complete. 
And now we focus our attention on approximation systems, i.e., preapproximation 
systems S{X, a)jd where the sandwich function a is idempotent. Our next result will 
give us information about the number of approximation systems a particular space 
supports. Some additional notation is convenient. For any topological space X, 
let M{X) denote the collection of all retracts of Z , let s^[X) denote the collection of 
approximation systems on X and let Ä(S{X)) denote the family of all regular ^-classes 
of S(X). Declare two retracts in Ê{X) to be equivalent if they are homeomorphic and 
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denote the resulting collection of equivalence classes by Ê(X). Similarly, declare two 
isomorphic approximation systems on X to be equivalent and denote that collection 
of equivalence classes by J^(X). We then have 
Theorem (4.6). Suppose that X is a generated space. Then card (jéX) = 
= card à{X) = card A{S{X)). 
Proof. Let S(X, a)jd be a approximation system and let [S{X, o()jd^ denote the 
equivalence class in ^{X) to which S{X, (x)jd belongs. Define Г[5'(Х, a)/i^/] = 
= [Ran a] where [Ran a] is the equivalence class in Ê(X) to which Ran a belongs. 
It follows from Theorem (3.2) that Г is well defined and injective. To see that it is 
onto let W be any retract of X. Then W = Ran w for some idempotent w e S{X). 
Hence S(X, w)jd is an approximation system on X and r[S{X, w)/^] = [ ^ ] -
Now for any retract H of X, let Вц = [f e S{X) : / i s regular and R a n / i s homeo-
morphic to H]. By Theorem (3.3) of [7], {/)^ : Я is a retract of Z} = S is precisely 
the collection of regular ^-classes of S{X). Define a mapping ф from j / ( Z ) into ^ 
by ф\_8{х, a)/(i] = î Rana- ^^ this case also Theorem (3.2) assures us that ф is a bijec-
tion from J2?(X) onto S. 
In the statements of the following results, we will not distinguish between iso­
morphic approximation systems. The first one follows quite quickly from Theorem 
(4.6). 
Theorem (4.7), Let X be any Peano continuum. Then X supports exactly two 
approximation systems if and only if X is an arc. 
Proof. According to Theorem (4.6) it is sufficient to show that X contains (up to 
homeomorphism) exactly two retracts if and only if X is an arc. If X is an arc it is 
immediate that it has only two retracts, namely a point and an arc. On the other 
hand, suppose X has exactly two retracts. Then it must be nondegenerate and since 
it is a Peano continuuiPi, it contains an arc A. Certainly A is a retract of Z and any 
point of X is also a retract of X. Since X is also a retract of itself, it must be an arc, 
otherwise X would contain at least three retracts. 
Remark . It is easy to see that the previous theorem is valid if one requires only 
that X contains an arc. 
We recall that a triod is the union of three arcs all of which have precisely one 
endpoint in common. 
Theorem (4.8). Let X be a Peano continuum. Then X supports exactly three 
approximation systems if and only if X is either a triod or a simple closed curve. 
Proof. By Corollary 2 of [11], X has exactly three regular ^-classes if and only 
if it is either a triod or a simple closed curve. The result now follows from Theorem 
(4.6). 
We conclude the paper with two more corollaries which follow immediately from 
the previous theorem. 
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Corollary (4.9). Let X be a Peano continuum with at least one cut point. Then X 
supports exactly three approximation systems if and only ifX is a triod. 
Corollary (4.10). Let X be a Peano continuum with no cut points. Then X sup­
ports exactly three approximation systems if and only if it is a simple closed 
curve. 
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